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Abstract- This paper presents a new idea for detecting an 

unknown human face in input imagery & recognizing his/her 

facial expression, or face detection, using the photo sketch of 

faces with 3D surface. For this purpose two main problems are 

important i.e. face detection & location of faces. For this we want 

to need that the direction/side of face or what is the dimension 

(such that 2D) of face & their face texture, face extraction’s, & 

facial expressions. In this process using a 3D face, because a 3-D 

face is represented by a low dimensional Shape Space Vector 

(SSV).Conveying information about person’s original face or 

neural face .Many face recognition systems the image processing 

it is very interesting to recognize the human gesture by observing 

the different movement of eyes, mouth, nose etc. For face 

detection it is also important that a novel face photo-sketch 

synthesis & recognition method using a multiscaleMarkove 

Random Field (MRF) model. For this system three components 

are important i.e.1) given face photo 2) face sketch drawing 3) 

searching for face photo in the database based on a query sketch 

drawn by an artist. This entire task the main part is photo sketch 

[1].In lot of papers shows that face detection with photo-sketch, 

in my paper I have also used the face detection but, it try to use 

with 3D facial expressions. 

 

Index Terms- Face recognition, Face Sketch Recognition, neural 

network, 3D facial expression, analysis, Shape, MRF, Face 

Extraction’s, SSV. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

or any facial detection, recognition one thing is important 

which solve the detection i.e. facial expression, emotions, 

facial extraction and movements of faces. Facial information 

about the various types of faces. 

The face detection identification is very challenging as it needs to 

account for all possible appearance variation caused by change in 

illumination, facial features, occlusions, etc [4].In addition it is 

also important that when we detect the face for using “Photo-

sketch with using 3D surface”, as well as it has to detect faces 

that appear at different scale, like (multiscaleMarkove Random 

Field (MRF)) pose, with in plane rotations [1]. 

The best substitute is often a sketch drawing based on the 

recollection of an eyewitness. Therefore, automatically searching 

through a photo database using a sketch drawing becomes 

important. It can not only help CBI Officers and police locate a 

group of potential suspects, because I agree that the Face sketch 

recognition is much harder than normal face recognition based 

on photo images. It is too difficult that to identity of two to match 

the photo and sketches in two different modalities. [1] Face 

sketch/photo syn-thesis not only helps face sketch recognition, 

but also has many other useful applications for digital entertain-

ment [1]. The difference between sketches and photos mainly 

exists in two aspects: texture and shape. Artist knows that the 

persons patches, facial expressions and their face improvements. 

If a face has a big nose in a photo, the nose drawn in the sketch 

will be even bigger. In this type one thing is also important that 

3D direction when the direction of original face at that time the 

artist must have the grasping power of thinking of the original 

face shape and then will used the A 3D Facial Expression 

Database For Facial Behavior Research and for this we propose 

to establish a new 3D facial expression database, and conduct 

facial expression analysis in a 3D space by exploring the surface 

information, which is beyond the availability from the 2Dplane 

[2].Because in one little investigation has been conducted on 

analyzing facial behavior in a complete 3D space even though it 

is believed to be a better reflection of facial behavior. 

Traditionally, human facial expressions have been studied using 

either 2D static images or 2D video sequences. The 2D-based 

analysis is incapable of handing large pose variations [2]. But is 

this possible to use the 3D-based detection of photo sketch of 

original face shape or to locate the face expression, for this first 

attempt at making a 3D facial expression database available for 

the research community, with the ultimate goal of fostering the 

research on affective computing and increasing the general 

understanding of facial behavior and the fine 3D structure 

inherent in human facial expressions [3]. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Many time happens that to investigate face recognition by the 

human visual system , researchers have long been using various 

face drawings, especially line drawings of faces, which inform 

we that patches or tracks of faces. a face photo can be well 

reconstructed by PCA from training samples and the photo-

sketch transformation 

Procedure can be approximated as linear [1].Also useful 3D 

direction and the proposed method analyzes facial articulations 

completely in the 3D space, since 3D data is more accurate in the 

representation of human faces, and it so-called shape space 

vector (SSV) of the statistical shape model which controls the 

change of shape is postulated as a significant feature for analysis 

for facial expressions [5].  

III. WHY 3D 

In order to evaluate the proposed method for automatic analysis 

of 3D facial expressions, a comprehensive 3D facial database is 

required. In 3D face is a flat pattern, like a 2D geometric shape 

F 
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associating with certain textures. In the common feature of faces 

is the three-dimensional surface rather than a two-dimensional 

pattern. Understanding the face as a mobile, bump surface 

instead of a flat pattern may have a theoretical implication as 

well as practical applications. A 3D facial expression database is 

crucial to enhancing facial behavior research [2]. In the face 

detection, the input to sample facial behaviors with seven 

universal emotional states.block stores the captured image which 

finds the face area from the image. The face area provides to the 

pre-processing block which removes the unwanted noise and it 

also normalize the image. For capturing the 3D face expressions 

the development of database was designed to sample facial 

behaviors with seven universal emotional states. And each 

expression is represented by multiple intensities which reflect 

different levels of spontaneity [2], i. e. (neutral, angry, disgust, 

fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise).show in below fig. 

 

 
Fig.  ??? a) Neural   b) angry c) disgust   d) fear   e) happiness f) sadness g) surprise 

 

All these are simple neural face so no doubt the artist draws the 

sketch very easily. But in 3D face pose: we obtained models 

contain various poses and we provide the model orientation using 

a normal vector with respect to the frontal projection plane. 

Suppose, given three vertices picked from two eye corners and a 

nose center, a triangle plane is formed. The vectors are used for 

expression classification. We conducted facial expression 

recognition using pure 3D geometric shape models from our 3D 

facial expression database. Norm of this plane represents the 

original face pose [2]. The quality of the 3D face expression 

database is evaluated through the validation experiments. The 

facial expression surface labels exhibit different patterns which 

correspond to different facial expressions. After we got the result 

of 3D surface then we used our next processes which are the 

“face sketch recognition stage” and “face sketch recognition 

stage”  

 

 
 

Fig: - Compare sketch synthesis results using MMSE estimate and MAP estimate. (a) photo; (b) sketch drawn by the artist; (c) 

synthesized sketch using MMSE estimate; (d) synthesized sketch using MAP estimate. 

 

At the face sketch recognition stage, there are two strategies to 

reduce the modality difference between photos and sketches: (a) 

all the face photos in the gallery are first transformed to sketches 

using the sketch synthesis algorithm, and a query sketch is 

matched with the synthesized sketches; (b) transform a query 

sketch to a photo and match the synthesized photo with real 

photos in the gallery. We will evaluate both strategies in the face 

sketch recognition experiments [1]. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In order to extract the SSV for each individual input 3D faces, 

the built shape model has to match the face shape [5]. For the 

conclusion various works remaining still we keep one idea of 3D 

photo face sketch synthesis and for that, we proposed a novel 

face photo-sketch synthesis and recognition system. Given a face 

photo (or face sketch), its sketch (or photo) can be synthesized 

using a multiscale Markov Random Fields model, which learns 

the face structure across different scales. 
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